Learning of realizable rules is studied for tree committee machines with continuous weights. No nontrivial upper bound exists for the generalization error of consistent students as the number of hidden units K increases. However, numerical considerations show that consistent students with a value of the generalization error signi cantly higher than predicted by the average case analysis are extremely hard to nd. An online learning algorithm is presented, for which the generalization error scales with the training set size as in the average case theory in the limit of large K.
the quality of the approximation by the generalization error g (f), the probability that f andf disagree on any input.
In statistics 13] one characterizes F by its Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension d VC , the maximal size of a set S such that the restriction of F to S contains all boolean functions on S. Then upper and almost matching lower bounds on g (f) for a consistent student f may be given in terms of d VC and the size P of the training set. Up to logarithmic corrections, these bounds scale as P ?1 d VC . A review of the approach is given in 6] and from a physicists point of view in 9] . In contrast to such a worst case analysis, an average case is considered in statistical mechanics. One has to make assumptions about the input distribution and introduces a prior probability on the class of students F. It is then possible to calculate in the thermodynamic limit the generalization error of a student picked at random from the set of students consistent with the training set.
Here a speci c choice of F, the tree committee machine, will be considered. Such a machine has K hidden units, each characterized by a weight vector J i and receiving an input i , where J i ; i 2 IR N=K . Its output is given by J ( ) = sign(
The prior distribution on F is the uniform one on the spheres jJ i j = 1. In 10] the generalization behaviour of these machines was considered for the average case in the large K limit: K ! 1 but K N. For normally and independently distributed input components, g was found to decrease as ?1 for a training set size of P = N. This is remarkable because the storage capacity c diverges with K 1, 5] as p ln K 7] . Since the capacity is related to the VC-dimension 8] and in particular d VC c N=2, this implies that the bound on the generalization error provided by the worst case analysis becomes trivial for large K. Note that for a related architecture, the tree parity machine, the divergence of c with K is re ected in the average case behaviour of g : Only the trivial bound g 1 2 holds uniformly in K 8].
We shall consider a partial worst case scenario, still assuming normally distributed input components but taking into account any student consistent with the training set. A similar analysis has been undertaken in 4] for the perceptron. Already for this partial worst case, we nd that a student can have any value of g smaller than one and still be consistent with the teacher on N patterns in the large K limit. So it might appear that the average case analysis applies only to algorithms which are guaranteed to sample randomly from the set of consistent students. However, we show that it is extremely di cult to nd students which are consistent but generalize badly: The output-length of any algorithm producing such students, diverges faster than polynomially with . Finally, a simple on-line learning algorithm is presented which does achieve the ?1 decay of g found in the average case theory, although the students it produces may not be consistent with the training set.
The generalization error of a student with weight vector J with respect to a teacherJ depends on the overlaps of the branch perceptrons R i =J i J i . For K ! 1 one nds: g (fR i g) = 1 arccos R e ; R e = 1
arcsin R i ; (1) where the relative error in the large K expansion is O(K ?1 (1 ? R e ) ?1 ). Let V ( g ) denote the volume of students consistent with a speci c training set and having a generalization error higher than g . Then
Here u(J) is the uniform density on the spheres jJ i j = 1. The volume V ( g ) will be nonzero for almost all training sets as long as the quenched average of the entropy per weight, Here q 0 and q 1 are the overlaps between students in di erent replicas. The e ective value q 0e in the energy term G r is related to q 0 by q 0e = 2 arcsin q 0 ; the analogous relations hold for q 1e and R e . The value of g (R) is given by (1) for R i = R.
For R = 0 the expressions for G r and G s are identical to those found in the capacity problem. This shows that for all students exist which are consistent with the teacher but generalize no better than a student chosen at random. We now focus on the scaling of S( g ) with increasing for students whose generalization error deviates signi cantly from the predictions of the average case theory. That is, we consider the limit ! 1 and 1 > g > ?1+ , for some xed positive . In this limit the solution of (3) 
The maximum with respect to R is attained at the boundary. Note that the typical volume of students shrinks very quickly. This should be contrasted to the average case, where replica symmetry is not broken and S( g ) / ln ?1 .
Since consistent students which generalize badly, are not numerous, they may be hard to nd. In any calculation with limited precision not all real vectors will be accessible but Therefore we proceed somewhat di erently than in the capacity calculations and derive a bound on hV L ( g ) n iJ ; for some n in the unit interval (0; 1). To lighten the notation, consider the case K = 1, the extension to general K being straightforward. Exploiting the rotational symmetry of the problem and taking L to be the set obtained by applying an orthogonal transformation to each member of L one nds: hV L ( g ) n iJ ; = hV L ( g ) n iJ ; . Let h: : :i denote the average over the uniform density on the orthogonal group, then:
hV L ( g ) n iJ ; = hhV L ( g ) n iJ ; i hhV L ( g )i n iJ ; :
The inequality holds by convexity for n 2 (0; 1). Rewriting its right hand side leads to the spherical volume V ( g ), and we nd:
hV L ( g ) n iJ ; L nN hV ( g ) n i : (6) This inequality is valid for general K. Its left hand side can be related to the probability
Combining with (6) yields:
N ?1 ln P L (c) N ?1 lnhV ( g ) n i + n ln L ? n ln c :
Proceeding just as in the replica calculations leading to (3) as N ! 1 one nds:
Let (L; g ) be given by the condition: S( g ) + ln L = 0. Then in view of (8) the right hand side of (7) is negative for > (L; g ) and some n 2 (0; 1) and c < To address the question whether there is an e cient algorithm which achieves an ?1 decay of g even for large K, we consider on-line learning schemes. At each time step the students weight vectors J i are updated by an increment f i which will depend on the current state of student, the new example ( ; J ( )) and possibly on the time index. In 2] the optimal choice of the f i is derived for K = 3 but it is not straightforward to extend this analysis to general K. However, in 3] it is shown that already for simple Hebbian learning g decays as ?1=4 in the large K limit. Further, the optimal choice of the updates is derived under the constraint that f i may only depend on the correct classi cation and on information available at the level of each hidden unit: J i ; i . This choice of the updates leads to an ?1=2 decay of g for large K.
To improve on this, some global information should be incorporated into the update rule. It will be convenient to keep the students vectors normalized and use a time dependent learning rate l( =N) in the update equations:
We consider an adaptation of the perceptron learning algorithm to the present case:
The term in brackets incorporates the idea to apply Hebbian learning only if an error occurs.
The last factor favors updates to hidden units of low stability, with k a tunable parameter.
In the thermodynamic limit, the average value R i ( ) of the overlapsJ i J N i is the solution of the coupled set of di erential equations:
where:
The asymptotic expansions are for large K and the relative error is again O(K ?1 (1?R e ) ?1 ).
In the thermodynamic limit, we shall have site symmetric initial conditions R i (0) = 0, this symmetry is preserved by (11) , and the K di erential equations collapse to a single one.
First consider the case k = 0. For a xed learning rate the dynamics will not approach R = 1 with increasing and a time dependent learning rate must be used. The optimal choice is to have l( ) scale as ?1 and in this way an ?1=3 decay of g can be achieved.
The performance of the algorithm is much improved by using an adaptive value of k.
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